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Abstract

Pressures for economic reform are confronting protectionist policies in many devel-
oping economies with salient ethnic cleavages. Yet whether ethnic ties between state
and capital obstruct or deepen trade liberalization remains unclear. Do policymakers
protect their co-ethnics’ import competing industries, or use protectionism to co-opt
out of group capital holders? I argue that ethnic ties between the state and import
competing capitalists facilitate trade liberalization. Co-ethnic linkages constrain capi-
tal mobility and promote aggregate, national level interests over sectoral ones in trade
policy. This produces patterns of co-ethnic liberalization and cross-ethnic protection-
ism. I test this theory on two levels of analysis. Cross-nationally, I show that regimes
that exclude capital dominant ethnic groups from power have higher trade barriers
than states where capitalists belong to or are allied with the ruling ethnic group. I
unpack these mechanisms subnationally in Jordan, a developing state with an ethnic
cleavage between state and capital. Using original panel data of firms involved in the
more than 40 product lines that have applied for temporary tariff relief from 2000 to
2016, I find that trade ministers from Jordan’s state dominant group are 3.5 times
more likely to advance temporary tariff cases than ministers from the capital dominant
ethnic group. This likelihood increases the higher the share of capital holders from
Jordan’s out-of-power ethnic group. Interviews with more than 50 Jordanian indus-
trialists, civil servants and economists highlight the salience of ethnic grievances in
coloring ministers and industrialists’ perceptions of capital mobility, the legitimacy of
trade reform and state - business relations.
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How does ethnic politics influence trade politics in the Global South? Despite the

abundance of scholarship on the centrality of ethnic politics in explaining developmen-

tal outcomes (Alesina et al., 1999), and the importance of trade politics in promoting

developmental outcomes (Harrison, 1996) (Kohli, 2004) (Oneal and Russett, 1999), al-

most no work addresses the intersection of ethnic and trade politics. If trade integration

is in fact a lever for economic development, then whether and how politically salient,

non-material allegiances structure trade policy is of crucial importance. Understanding

how ethnic allegiances might recalibrate the payoffs underlying trade reform can not

only help explain how some developing states liberalize, but also expose overlooked

societal ramifications of their liberalization.

My dissertation contends that ethnic politics can color trade politics. Ethnic link-

ages between the state and capitalists in import competing industries facilitate trade

liberalization by constraining capital mobility and legitimating the national, collective

benefits of trade reform. Ethnic cleavages, however, superimpose ethnic and economic

grievances on import competing industrialists. Armed with more credible exit threats,

and less interested in the state’s national welfare, import competing capitalists from

out of power ethnic groups are more likely to extract protectionist concessions than

their in power peers. This produces patterns of co-ethnic liberalization and cross-ethnic

protectionism across the developing world.

I first test this theory cross-nationally. Linking the Ethnic Power Relations (EPR)

dataset with the Heritage Foundation’s Trade Freedom Index and a rich secondary

literature on capital dominant ethnic groups, I find that developing states that exclude

capital dominant ethnic groups from power (cleavage states) consistently obtain lower

Trade Freedom scores than states where capital dominant groups are allied with or

belong to the politically dominant ethnic group. I further examine and develop this

theory on cross-ethnic protectionism in Jordan, an autocracy with a historical ethno-

nationalist cleavage between state and capital. Using a multi-state model (MSM) on

an original panel dataset of the 330 largest producers of the more than 40 products

that have applied for temporary tariff relief since 2000, I find that trade ministers
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from Jordan’s state dominant group are 3.5 times more likely to promote or advance

a temporary tariff case across its successive stages than trade ministers from the capi-

tal dominant ethnic group. Indeed, ministers from the state dominant group are more

likely to advance a temporary tariff case the higher a product’s share of capital belongs

to the capital dominant group. I argue that the regime’s strategic inclusion of elites

from the capital dominant group into positions of trade policymaking has facilitated

trade liberalization. Interviews with over 50 Jordanian industrialists, civil servants

and economists suggest ethnic cleavages and linkages between the state and import

competing industrialists shape the latter’s perceptions and interactions with the state

over trade reform.

This theory’s implications are clear. Normatively and programmatically, economics

- not ethnic politics - should inform trade policy. If protectionism is a means of pleasing

capital holders from politically marginalized ethnic groups, then efforts to dismantle

trade barriers may provoke unexpected economic and social ramifications for the lib-

eralizing state. More importantly, this theory offers solutions. If political exclusion

incentivizes cross-ethnic protectionism, then including capital dominant groups into

trade policymaking can abet trade liberalization. Dismantling ethnic barriers between

state and capital, however, is easier said than done.

This paper proceeds with a brief review of the competing expectations on the re-

lationship between ethnic politics and trade politics. It then argues that both the

conventional and nascent revisionist approach overlook the interests and influence of

capitalists, particularly those belonging to politically excluded ethnic groups. The third

section presents a new theory on how ethnic linkages between state officials and import

competing capitalists may facilitate trade liberalization. The next section investigates

this theory cross nationally. The fifth section illustrates the theory’s mechanism and

tests its predictions on temporary tariff cases in Jordan. The last section presents next

steps and some weaknesses in the argument.
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Ethnic Politics and Trade Politics: The Conventional vs.

Revisionist Approach

Two views help explain the interaction of ethnic politics and trade politics. The conven-

tional approach casts trade protection as simply another form of “pork” or patronage

(Fearon, 1999) (pg. 6). As with the provision of other private goods, protection along

ascriptive lines can efficiently maintain a ruling coalition in societies with salient ethnic

cleavages (Posner, 2005). Policymakers may also feel a greater sense of “ethnic altru-

ism” (Franck, 2012) towards co-ethnics in import competing industries. They may

opt to protect industries dominated by smaller ethnic groups to counterbalance more

economically powerful ethnic rivals (Lall, 2004). From the perspective of capitalists,

ethnic ties may offer more access to trade policymakers (Ehrlich, 2007) and facili-

tate lobbying (Alt et al., 1996). Granted, because tariffs are private goods enjoyed

by few, their political utility decreases the larger the ruling coalition or selectorate

(De Mesquita, 2005) (Milner and Kubota, 2005). Nevertheless, conditional on the size

of the ruling ethnic coalition, policymakers are still expected to prioritize protecting

their co-ethnics’ industries over those of out of group members.

The revisionist approach proposes the opposite: policymakers are less likely to pro-

tect their co-ethnics’ industries (Gaikwad, Forthcoming). Spearheaded by Gaikwad’s

forthcoming work, it proposes that entrepreneurs strategically untangle the material

and psychic benefits underlying ethnic politics (Chandra, 2007) to win over co-ethnic

voters with ethnic appeals and use material promises, like protection, to woo non co-

ethnic voters. Another mechanism highlights ethnic institutions. Kasara finds that

African leaders rely on ethnic institutions to disproportionately tax their co-ethnics’

crops (Kasara, 2007). While her argument presents ethnic institutions as a substitute

for weak state capacity, ethnic ties might help legitimate the necessities of taxation to

co-ethnic tax payers.
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Revisionism Revisited: Capital, Ethnicity and Trade Pol-

itics

Both approaches overlook how capitalists’ ethnic identities might also shape the pol-

itics of trade reform. State actors engage with constituents (voters, farmers) in the

still nascent revisionist approach. Yet capital owners are also central to trade politics.

Firm owners’ concentrated resources, and lower collective action costs, undergird their

political influence (Grossman and Helpman, 1992). Crucially, unlike voters or farmers,

capital holders can threaten to leave. Kasara casts capital immobility, in the form of

agriculture, as a precondition for ethnic institutions to effectively tax co-ethnics. But

ethnic loyalties can also constrain mobility. Whether and how ethnic ties might affect

capital mobility, and therefore influece state - capital bargaining over trade reform,

is an untouched component and complementary mechanism to the burgeoning and

counter-intuitive revisionist approach.

The conventional view assumes capitalists inherently belong to the ruling ethnic

coalition. Yet in many developing contexts, elite capital holders are outside of the eth-

nic selectorate. Indonesia’s Indo-Chinese community (Chua, 2004) and Syria’s Sunni

bourgeoisie (Haddad, 2011) are just two examples of economically dominant but polit-

ically excluded ethnic groups (see Table 9 in the Appendix for more examples). This

exclusion does not entail irrelevance. Particularly in economies starved of capital, cap-

italists belonging to out of power ethnic groups can still invest and promote economic

growth. They can choose not to invest. They can also threaten to invest elsewhere,

a threat emboldened by their group’s political marginalization. Indeed, out of power

capital holders’ ethnic marginalization may trivialize the national benefits (foreign aid,

military support) that often accompany trade reform in a developing context. Their

threat of exit and indifference to the national gains of trade reform could make capi-

talists from out of power ethnic groups more likely to extract protectionist concessions

than their in power peers. Whether capitalists are ethnically linked to the state may

have a substantial, overlooked and counter-intuitive impact on how developing states
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with salient ethnic cleavages integrate into the global economy.

Ethnic linkages between state and capital can structure trade politics in two com-

plementary ways. First, ethnic ties to the state impede capital mobility. This insight

is not new. In Exit, Voice, and Loyalty, Hirschman notes that “exit is ordinarily un-

thinkable though not always wholly impossible, from such primordial human groupings

as family, tribe, church and state (Hirschman, 1970) (pg. 76).” Applied to trade poli-

tics, import competing co-ethnics’ special attachment to the state and its ruling ethnic

group anchors their capital to the economy regardless of trade policy. Hirschman, how-

ever, also argues that loyalty activates voice (pg. 78). Loyalty would motivate import

competing capitalists from the in power group to contest trade liberalization. But this

assumes import competing co-ethnics would value the concentrated sectoral benefits

of protectionism over the aggregate, national gains of trade liberalization. Ethnic ties

to the state may recalibrate the perceived tradeoffs of trade liberalization. This is

the second way ethnic linkages can color trade reform. If ethnic linkages to the state

promote national over sectoral interests, then import competing industrialists from the

in power ethnic group may be less willing to contest trade liberalization. In privileging

national benefits, and constraining capital mobility, ethnic linkages between state and

capital promote trade liberalization.

This insight contributes to the extant ethnic politics and trade politics literatures.

Building off of Kasara and Gaikwad’s work, it provides additional theoretical evidence

of ways in which policymakers and economic actors may disentangle collective ethnic

interests from personal, material ones. It also nuances selectorate theory. Expanding

the size of the selectorate, often via democratization, promotes trade liberalization in

the developing world by empowering labor and consumers (Milner and Kubota, 2005).

In states with salient ethnic cleavages, however, the political enfranchisement of capital

holders from historically out of power ethnic groups may have been another comple-

mentary force advancing trade liberalization in the Global South.

Important scope conditions underly cross-ethnic protectionism. First, these dy-

namics are most applicable in developing economies. Trade liberalization dispropor-
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tionately benefits labor over capital - the scarce factor endowment - in these environ-

ments.(Heckscher and Ohlin, 1991) New work questions these assumptions by identi-

fying “super star” exporters in the developing world as fifth columns for trade liberal-

ization(Osgood et al., 2017). Nevertheless, these “super stars” are generally rare and

seldom representative of most capitalists in the Global South. Rulers of developing

states are more likely to be rewarded for trade liberalization with national benefits

like debt forgiveness, foreign aid, military and political support. This creates powerful

incentives to liberalize. At the same time, these rulers need local capitalists to indus-

trialize, especially when Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) is low. Understanding how

ethnic ties between state and capital restructure the tradeoffs rulers confront between

pleasing local capital versus domestic and international pressures to liberalize is the

objective of the dissertation project.

Second, this theory only applies to developing economies with politically relevant

ethnic cleavages. Among these societies, it examines how the make up of ruling eth-

nic groups - whether or not these ethnic groups contain elite capitalists - influences

trade reform. As will be discussed, cleavage states embody states where members of

one ethnic group dominates the private sector (capital, assets) but are excluded from

political power. Indo-Fijians in Fiji, the Chinese in Myanmar, Russians in Kazakhstan

are all examples of capital dominant groups that are excluded from political power.

This contrasts with linkage states where one ethnic group monopolizes the state (po-

litical representation, public sector and military employment) and the private sector

(Guatemalans of European descent (Chua, 2004) pg. 160) or where capital dominant

ethnic groups are allied with state dominant groups in cross-ethnic coalitions (Whites

in Namibia, the Chinese in Malaysia). The distinction between linkage and cleavage

states resembles Horrowitz’s classification of vertical and horizontal states(Horowitz,

1985) on Shoup’s categorization of counter-balanced states (Shoup, 2007) (pg. 15).

The theory predicts that cleavage states should be less able to liberalize than linkage

ones. This theory is indifferent to regime type. Capital dominant ethnic groups can

be politically excluded in democracies (the Kikiyus in Kenya for certain periods) or
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autocracies (Russians in Kazakhstan). In all types of polities, ethnic cleavages taint

import competing capitalists’ perceptions of capital mobility, the legitimacy of trade

reform and their interactions with the state.
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Cleavage vs. Linkage States: A Cross-Country Analysis

To examine whether ethnic cleavages between state and capital dominant groups im-

pede trade liberalization across developing states, I merge data from ethnic power re-

lations dataset (Cederman et al., 2009) (EPR 3.01), the Heritage Foundation’s Trade

Freedom Index (Holmes et al., 2008), and secondary sources on capital dominant ethnic

groups ((Chua, 2004) ; (Shoup, 2007); (Reiter, 2004) ; (Haddad, 2011)).

I categorize “cleavage” states in terms of whether they contain capital dominant

ethnic groups that are also excluded from political power. While definitions for capital

dominant groups vary, I am primarily interested in ethnic groups that are politically

relevant, have long lasting claims of residence and dominate the local economy (Shoup,

2007) (pg. 15). Income, capital assets and even human capital are all measures of

economic domination. These groups do not have to be minorities (Chua, 2004), nor

necessarily considered “non-indigenous“ by other ethnic groups (Shoup, 2007). Unlike

dominant ethnic groups that control state and capital in “linkage” states, capital dom-

inant groups are primarily private sector oriented. This contrasts with state dominant

ethnic groups, who disproportionately represent the public sector (civil service; mili-

tary) and ruling regime. I employ a range of regional ((Haddad, 2011); (Lall, 2004))

and transnational ((Chua, 2004); (Shoup, 2007); (Maxfield and Schneider, 1997)) sec-

ondary sources to identify capital dominant groups.

I then use the EPR dataset to determine whether the capital dominant groups cited

in the literature are 1) politically relevant1 and 2) excluded from political power.2 The

1According to the EPR 3.0 manual, an ethnic group is politically relevant if “ at least

one significant political actor claims to represent the interests of that group in the national

political arena, or if members of an ethnic category are systematically and intentionally

discriminated against in the domain of public politics.”
2Two key cases from the extant literature and my theory, Fiji and Bahrain are not

covered in the EPR dataset. I identify these capital dominant groups’ political status through

secondary sources.
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EPR dataset defines political exclusion as a binary based on whether particular ethnic

categories are excluded from participation in central government (Exclusion = 1). It

also lists seven ordered categorizations of ethnic groups’ political power, ranging from

Monopoly to Discrimination. EPR provides group - year observations of a group’s

political status. In some instances, capital dominant group’s political status - whether

in terms of political exclusion, or levels of political power - changes over time. Using

this exclusion measure, EPR also estimates the percent of a country’s population that

belongs to a politically excluded ethnic group.

I identify cleavage states through two measurements. The first operationalizes

cleavage states as those with capital dominant groups that are excluded from power

(Capital Exclusion = 1). The control consists of states where a dominant ethnic group

controls state and capital, and states where capital dominant groups are included into

ruling coalitions (Capital Exclusion = 0). The second measurement leverages EPR’s

ordered classification of political status to examine how different levels of incorporating

capital dominant groups3 correlates with levels of trade openness. Table 9 in the Ap-

pendix lists states with capital dominant groups, and their levels of political inclusion

according to the EPR dataset. Some these cleavage states include Cambodia, Indone-

sia, Jordan, Kazakhstan, Myanmar, Pakistan, Philippines, Syria, Togo, Vietnam and

for certain periods, Kenya, Nigeria and Zimbabwe.

Trade liberalization is the outcome of interest. I use the Heritage Foundation’s

Trade Freedom Index as a preliminary proxy for trade openness. This composite mea-

sure uses two inputs: 1) trade weighted average tariff rates and 2) a twenty point

Non-Tariff Barrier (NTB) scale. The NTB scale uses quantitative and qualitative in-

formation on quantity, price, regulatory, investment and customs restrictions, as well

as direct government interventions like subsidies.4 The Trade Freedom Index spans

31 = Senior Partner; 2 = Junior Partner; 3 = Powerless; 4 = Discrimination. Note that

the baseline of 0 represents developing states that do not have capital dominant groups
4For more information, see: http://www.heritage.org/index/trade-freedom
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from 0 to 100, with higher scores representing more open trade borders.5

I control for a state’s annual population (logged) and wealth (logged GDPper-

capita).6 I account for the size of a state’s selectorate with Polity II scores, and

include regional and year fixed effects.7 The Heritage Foundation’s index begins in

1995 and EPR’s data ends in 2010. This produces a 15 year window that coincides

with the fall of the Soviet Union and US unipolarity. External, hegemonic pressures

for developing countries to liberalize were greatest during this period (Haggard and

Kaufman, 1992). In accordance with my theory’s focus on developing economies, I

omit countries categorized as “Western” by the EPR dataset. Lastly, to account for

the salience of ethnic politics, I only include states where at least five percent of the

population belongs to a politically excluded ethnic group. This creates a dataset of 75

developing countries, 15 of whom were classified as “cleavage” states in at least one of

the years from 1995 to 2010.

Hypothesis

If ethnic cleavages between state and capital promote cross-ethnic protectionism, then:

• H1: Cleavage states should have lower levels of trade openness than linkage states.

• H2: The greater the political exclusion of capital dominant groups, the lower a

state’s levels of trade openness.

These hypotheses counter prevailing expectations in the International Political

Economy (IPE) and ethnic clientelism literatures. Both selectorate theory and eth-

nic coalition building theories predict that where capitalists belong to the ruling ethnic

coalition, as is the case in linkage states, rulers would be more likely to protect capital-

5As this analysis is still in initial phases, I am in the process of looking for alternative

measures of trade liberalization
6This data is included in the EPR dataset
7I center the year variable by subtracting 1995 from each year observation.
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ists than when capitalists reside outside of the ethnic selectorate. Indeed, as consumers

and laborers - the abundant factor of production in the developing world - members

of state dominant groups may disproportionately suffer from protecting non group

members’ capital - the scarce factor of production in the developing world. Embed-

ded Liberalism suggests that by sheltering the ethnic selectorate from international

competition in the public sector, cleavage states should be more likely to liberalize

(Nooruddin and Rudra, 2014).

Figure 1 challenges these predictions. It charts the average trade freedom score

for “Cleavage” (red) and ”Linkage” (green) countries from 1995 to 2010. While both

types of states liberalized extensively during this period, countries with ethnic cleav-

ages between state and capital consistently recorded lower average trade freedom scores.

Figure 1: Trade Freedom Scores (Mean)
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Table 1 delves further into this relationship through a standard Ordinary Least

Squares (OLS) regression. Holding all of the previously mentioned factors constant,

cleavage states score 1.7 points lower on the trade freedom score on average than link-

age states (Model 1). This negative correlation is significant at the 10 percent level.

When subsetting the data to countries where at least 10 percent of population belongs

to an ethnically excluded group (Model 2), the size and statistical significance of the

negative coefficient increases. This supports the first hypothesis (H1). Models 3 and 4
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provide suggestive evidence for the second hypothesis. While the relationship between

the levels of a capital dominant group’s political exclusion and levels of trade open-

ness is negative, the coefficient is not statistically significant, even when subsetting

countries where at least 10 percent of the population is ethnically excluded (Model

4). Nevertheless, this cross-country analysis suggests that whether ethnic ties bind or

exclude capitalists from the state may influence how developing states integrate into

the global economy.

Table 1

DV: Trade Freedom Score

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Cleavage −1.772∗ −2.145∗∗

(1 = Yes) (0.987) (1.085)

Exclusion −0.125 −0.305
Scale (0.274) (0.304)

Polity 2 0.633∗∗∗ 0.707∗∗∗ 0.642∗∗∗ 0.716∗∗∗

(0.061) (0.073) (0.061) (0.074)

Population −1.269∗∗∗ −1.269∗∗∗ −1.316∗∗∗ −1.315∗∗∗

(logged) (0.249) (0.276) (0.249) (0.276)

GDPcap 0.402∗∗∗ 0.428∗∗∗ 0.417∗∗∗ 0.440∗∗∗

(logged) (0.056) (0.064) (0.057) (0.065)

Constant 51.871∗∗∗ 52.572∗∗∗ 52.222∗∗∗ 52.970∗∗∗

(2.635) (2.924) (2.632) (2.921)

Observations 965 756 965 756
R2 0.452 0.447 0.450 0.445
Adjusted R2 0.448 0.441 0.446 0.439

Note: ∗p<0.1;
∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Note: Regional and Year Fixed Effects
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This cross-country analysis has limitations. It compromises depth for breadth. It

does not disclose the type of capital that is being protected. Capitalists in cleavage

states may be invested in sectors like services or agriculture that could benefit from

trade liberalization. There are few within country cases of capital dominant groups

falling in or out of ruling coalitions. This bird’s eye view says nothing of the factors

shaping political actors’ choices to include or exclude capital dominant groups from

politics, and how this in turn affects trade policy. To dive deeper into these dynamics,

the next section examines how ethnic cleavages between state and capital in Jordan,

and strategic efforts to blur them, has affected trade reform.

Cross-Ethnic Protectionism and Co-Ethnic Lib-

eralization: Evidence from Jordan

Jordan offers an in depth view of the political mechanisms underlying trade reform

in cleavage states. As is common across the developing world, monetary crisis and

conditional aid pushed the Jordanian monarchy to abandon its ISI policies and be-

gin opening its trade borders in the early 1990s (Knowles, 2005). Jordan’s growing

geopolitical significance in the wake of the Oslo accords and 9/11 motivated regional

trade agreements with the US and the EU in exchange for developmental, military

and political support (Al Khouri, 2008) (Ruebner, 2001) (Prados, 2002). For example,

Jordan’s 3rd Economic Reform and Development Loan issued by the World Bank in

2001 was conditional on “the removal of the remaining trade and investment barriers,

an Association Agreement on trade relations with the EU; and accession to the World

Trade Organization (WTO) ((Knowles, 2005) 107).”

On a national level, trade liberalization has unequivocally benefited the Jordanian

regime and Jordanian consumers. Sectorally, however, local industry has suffered in

the post ISI era (Fanek, 2015). Imports have consistently widened Jordan’s trade
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deficit over the last 25 years, eroding domestic industry’s market share (Fanek, 2015).

A recent statement by the Jordanian Investors Association (JIA), an association rep-

resenting Jordan’s largest industries, epitomizes many industrialists’ frustrations with

trade reform. Calling for an immediate halt to trade liberalization, the association

blamed these “baffling” IMF backed policies for “paralyzing” industrialists’ efforts to

rescue their sectors from collapse (Jordan Investors Association, 2016).

Unlike most developing economies, “ethno-nationalist” boundaries divide Jordan’s

public and private sectors (Minorities at Risk Dataset). Jordanians of Palestinian de-

scent (henceforth referred to Palestinians), whose ancestors originate west of the Jordan

river, dominate the Jordanian economy (Reiter, 2004) (Anani, 2001) and represent close

to 60 percent of the population (Cederman et al., 2009). Jordanians whose ancestors

originate east of the Jordan river (henceforth referred to as East Bankers), monopolize

the public sector. This cleavages originates from state formation. The British backed

Hashemite monarchy solidified its rule in the 1920s by incorporating the country’s pre-

dominantly rural East Bank population into the public sector (Marie Baylouny, 2008).

The expulsion of Palestinians from Israel in 1948 doubled the Kingdom’s population

and brought a new class of urban, capital holders into Jordan’s nascent private sector

(Gandolfo, 2012) (Knowles, 2005) (pg. 47). This ethno-nationalist division of state

and capital institutionalized after the Jordanian based Palestinian Liberation Organi-

zation (PLO) failed to topple the ruling East Bank monarchy in the Black September

insurgency in 1970. Since then, the Jordanian public sector has become a sprawling

“East Bank” ethnocracy (Yom, 2015), occupying one of the highest public sector shares

of the labor force in the world(Malkawi, 2016). The current King Abdullah ascended

to the throne in 2000 with promises to liberalize the Jordanian economy. He has also

adopted a more assimilationist stance by including more Palestinians into ministerial

positions, particularly in the realms of economic policy(Anani, 2001). King Abdullah’s

efforts to blur his country’s state - capital ethnic cleavage by appointing Palestinians

(the capital dominant group) into positions of trade policymaking provide proximate

and temporal evidence of how ethnic linkages between state and capital advance trade
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liberalization.

How do ethnic politics color state - capital relations and trade liberalization in

Jordan? Interviews with with over 50 Jordanian industrialists, civil servants and

economists suggest that ethnic cleavages taint the perceived costs and benefits of trade

liberalization. The Jordanian regime historically coopted East Bankers with public

sector jobs and Palestinian industrialists with state support ((Piro, 1998) pg. 53;

(Amawi, 1993) (Knowles, 2005) pg. 54; (Greenwood, 2003)). Under economic liberal-

ization, however, trade barriers have fallen on Palestinian industry while spending on

the East Bank public sector remains resilient ((Harrigan et al., 2006), (Assaad, 2014)).

Many Palestinian industrialists feel that they pay the concentrated costs (lower prices,

greater international competition) of trade reform8 and economic reform more broadly9

so that the East Bank public sector maintains its privileges. Jordan’s selective economic

reform provokes ethnic antagonisms among industrialists. If the regime did treat all

Jordanians equally, economic reform would not be limited to the Palestinian dominant

private sector. After delivering an hour harangue on the ineptitude of the Jordanian

government, an industrialist from a prominent Palestinian merchant family confessed

that “loyalty is the only thing keeping me here.....and the government is constantly

testing it.”10

Confronted by high unemployment, slow growth and a dearth of investment, the

Jordanian regime cannot afford to alienate Palestinian industrialists. Industry con-

tributed almost a quarter of Jordan’s 2016 GDP (Al Ghad, 2016) and hired a fifth of

its labor force (Fanek, 2015). Manufacturing accounts for 90 % of Jordanian exports,

making it a major source of foreign currency (Al Ghad, 2016). As a result, capital

8Interview with a former secretary general of the Jordan Chamber of Industry, November

14, 2016, Amman, Jordan.
9Interview with Western Diplomat, September 21, 2016, Amman, Jordan; Interview with

General Manager of a Pharmacy Company, October 25, 2016; Amman, Jordan.
10Interview with General Manager of a Pharmacy Company, October 25, 2016; Amman,

Jordan.
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flight threatens Jordan’s economic wellbeing and by extension, the regime. Almost

three quarters of Jordanian firm owners in a recent e-mail survey reported consider-

ing moving their headquarters abroad (Endeavor, 2017). More Jordanian capital is

invested in Abu Dhabi than in the Amman Stock Exchange (Al Ghad, 2016). The

regime tries to stem capital flight and redirect it towards industry through a range of

fiscal11, energy 12 and investment13 policies that privilege manufacturing over other

economic sectors.14 Trade policy, however, places import competing Palestinian in-

dustrialists’ interests at odds with local and more importantly external pressures to

liberalize. When unable or unwilling to protect import competing industry, the regime

incorporates Palestinians into positions of trade policymaking to facilitate trade re-

form.

Inter-ethnic elite coalitions are believed to constrain ethnic violence (Cederman

et al., 2011), even in societies with vast economic inequalities between ethnic groups

(Langer, 2005). These “rainbow” coalitions maintain stability by offering ethnic elites

power in exchange for their co-ethnic followers’ acquiescence ((Langer, 2005) pg, 28).

These dynamics might extend to trade policy. Elites from capital dominant groups may

promise to “control” or “retain” their co-ethnics’ capital in the wake of unfavorable

trade policies in exchange for political power. Political inclusion further dilutes cap-

ital dominant groups’ trade preferences by creating an elite constituency within that

group than can enjoy the national, public sector rewards of trade reform. There are

11Jordanians do not pay income tax on exports (Jordan Times, 2012), see (Greenwood,

2003).
12Jordan’s industrial sector pays lower electricity tariff rates than the commercial sector

(NEPCO, 2014) pg. 21.
13Unlike in other sectors, foreign investment in industrial firms can surpass 50 , Interview

with Head of Policy Advocacy of the Jordanian Investment Commission, December 12, 2016,

Amman, Jordan.
14Interview with Head of Policy Advocacy of the Jordanian Investment Commission, De-

cember 12, 2016, Amman, Jordan.
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also sentimental considerations. Many Palestinians feel empowered when one of their

own is minister.15 Lastly, the political inclusion of elites from capital dominant groups

discredits ethnicized grievances over trade policy. The narrative that Palestinian in-

dustrialists pay the costs while East Bankers enjoy the benefits of trade reform is less

credible when a Palestinian leads trade reform. All of these mechanisms illustrate how

cross-ethnic linkages between state and capital can promote trade liberalization. Nev-

ertheless, blurring state - capital cleavages undermines the political dominant group’s

traditional privileges. East Bankers would prefer to monopolize all ministerial posi-

tions, retaining the material and political rewards of elite level governance. As in the

ISI era, the Jordanian regime must still attend to capital dominant and political dom-

inant groups’ interests. When external pressures invalidate protectionism as means to

co-opt Palestinian industrialists, the regime invites Palestinians into elite levels of gov-

ernance to facilitate reform while funneling the national rewards of trade liberalization

to its East Bank constituents.

The Ethnic Politics of Temporary Tariffs in Jordan

Jordan’s high turn over of trade ministers, and prolific use of temporary tariffs, pro-

vides a unique test of whether ethnic cleavages (linkages) obstruct (facilitate) trade

liberalization. The Jordanian monarchy is notorious for its policy of “permanent min-

isterial reshuffling ((Piro, 1998) pg. 81).” The King unofficially appoints ministers16 for

unspecified term durations. Ministerial positions are coveted for their social prestige

and economic benefits. Ministerial appointments, however, hardly last. There have

been 11 ministers of energy in the last 9 years.17 Analysts and industrialists view the

regime’s constant ministerial reshuffling as a power balancing technique between com-

15Interview with Jordanian economist, January 20, 2017, Amman, Jordan
16Officially the Prime Minister (who is appointed by the King) nominates ministers pend-

ing the King’s approval.
17Interview with Western diplomat, September 21, 2016, Amman, Jordan.
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peting tribes and regional factions.18 Constant ministerial reshuffling “simultaneously

separates political elites from their social base while making them more dependent on

the Palace ((Becker and El-Said, 2013) pg. 127)).”

The Ministry of Industry and Trade and Supply (MITS) is victim to this permanent

reshuffle. There have been 15 Jordanian trade ministers in the 16 years since Jordan

joined the WTO. A trade minister’s median tenure is eight months. Industrialists

hate ministerial reshuffling. They complain about the time needed to “get to know”

new trade ministers and for them to “to get settled.” 19 The head of one department

within the MITS estimates that it takes a minister about six months to understand

“the (ministry’s) system”, two months shorter than their median tenure.20 A former

secretary general of the Amman Chamber of Industry joked that all of his recommen-

dations to the ministry’s employees were always “forgotten within the first 48 hours of

the appointment of a new minister.”21

High ministerial turnover weakens Jordan’s institutional capacity to adopt con-

sistent trade policies (Wright, 2005). A former Jordanian trade negotiator remarked

“trade ministers often do not have time to implement their policies. A new minister

might not believe in the predecessor’s policies and change them, upsetting different

economic sectors.”22 This permanent ministerial reshuffling makes trade policymaking

unpredictable and highly personalistic. A leading industrialist complained that “if the

government had a coherent economic vision, we would be less dependent on individual

trade ministers.”23

18Interview with Western diplomat, September 21, 2016, Amman, Jordan; interview with

Jordanian Economist, January 7, 2017, Amman, Jordan; interview with the Chairman of

the Jordanian Investors Association, November 22, 2016.
19Phone Interview with CEO of leading sanitary paper industry, January 10, 2017
20Interview with head of MITS directorate, December 18, 2016, Amman, Jordan.
21Interview with former secretary general of the Amman Chamber of Industry, October

10, 2016, Amman, Jordan.
22Email correspondence with former Jordanian trade negotiator, January 30, 2017.
23Phone Interview with CEO of leading sanitary paper firm, January 10, 2017.
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Validating the ministerial reshuffling as a means of power balancing hypothesis, Jor-

dan’s last fifteen trade ministers are almost evenly representative of each of the coun-

try’s northern, traditionally industrial governorates (see Figure 9 in the Appendix).

Five of those fifteen are of Palestinian origins. A Palestinian has presided over the

ministry for almost 40 % of the months since Jordan joined the WTO. Palestinian and

East Bank ministers are remarkably similar in terms of professional backgrounds, age

when assuming office and educational attainment (see Table 12 in the Appendix for

background information on these ministers). I leverage the MITS’ high and unpre-

dictable ministerial turnover to test whether ministers from Jordan’s state dominant

group (a “cleavage” condition) are more protectionist than their capital dominant peers

(a “linkage” condition).

I measure protectionism through ministers’ discretion over temporary tariff cases.

Unlike other facets of Jordanian trade policymaking which involve many, often frag-

mented, ministries (Wright, 2005) (Pitigala et al., 2008), temporary tariff cases fall

chiefly under the trade minister’s purview. Temporary tariffs or safeguards, are a

clause under Article XIX of the GATT that allows members to temporarily raise tar-

iffs on products following an investigation that reveals an increase of imports (Bown

and Crowley, 2005) “have caused, or threaten to cause serious injury” to a domestic

industry (Article 4, Clause 1). WTO member states undertake these safeguard cases on

behalf of local industry. Temporary trade barrier policies - safeguards, anti-dumping

measures or countervailing duties - have increased dramatically, particularly in the de-

veloping world, since the Great Recession (Bown and Crowley, 2013).

Trade ministers exert significant discretion over each successive stage or “state” of

a temporary tariff case. To obtain temporary tariff relief, industrialists representing

at least a quarter of a sector’s capital24 must first send a letter to the trade minister

requesting a petition (Regulation on the Safeguard of National Production, Article 7).

Pending the minister’s approval of the petition, the ministry’s National Production

24Interview with employee at the National Production Protection Directorate, September

22, 2016, Amman, Jordan.
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Protection Directorate (NPPD) then conducts a preliminary investigation of the in-

dustrialists’ claim to serious injury from imports. This entails auditing applicants to

verify whether imports are the main cause for their sector’s injury. The NPPD submits

its findings from the preliminary investigation to the trade minister who then chooses

whether to dismiss or elevate the safeguard petition in to a safeguard investigation

(Article 11). Safeguard investigations must be announced to the WTO’s Safeguard

Committee and published in two local newspapers. The NPPD leads safeguard inves-

tigations. Investigations generally last between six to eighteen months. During this

period, domestic and international actors affected by the possible safeguard measure

are invited to the NPPD to argue against the safeguard case or bargain with the ag-

grieved industrialists. A minister can terminate an investigation at any time (Article

18). Upon the investigation’s conclusion, and following consultations with the NPPD,

the minister submits his or her final recommendation on whether to apply temporary

tariffs to the Prime Minister and the Council of Ministers who then deliver the final

decision (Article 23).25

The ambiguities pertaining to the definition of “serious injury” in Article XIX am-

plify trade ministers’ discretion over the progression and outcome of temporary tariff

cases. Article XIX does not specify the extent to which relative or absolute increases

in imports constitute a serious injury to industry. The uncertainties over the validity

of the data or evidence of injury provided by industrialists applying for temporary

protection compounds this ambiguity.26 As a result, one NPPD employee described

safeguard investigations as “more of an art than a science.”27 Unsurprisingly, many

Jordanians view temporary tariff measures as exclusive28 and reserved for industrial-

25Though legally the Prime Minister decides whether to impose temporary tariff measures,

interviews with a former USAID trade advisor and former trade minister revealed that Prime

Ministers almost always follows the trade minister’s recommendation.
26Interview with employee at NPPD, September 22, 2016, Amman, Jordan.
27Interview with employee at NPPD, September 22, 2016, Amman, Jordan.
28Interview with Jordanian journalist, September 28, 2016, Amman, Jordan.
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ists with deep connections to the state.29 The perceived cronyism behind temporary

tariffs is not unique to Jordan. Firms connected to the Royal Court receive the bulk

of safeguard and antidumping measures in Morocco ((Saadi, 2016) pg. 9).

Jordan is the Arab world’s most prolific safeguard user. It has initiated 20 tempo-

rary tariff cases representing close to 40 product lines since joining the WTO. Seven of

these cases resulted in temporary tariffs. Figure 2 (see pg. 39 in the Appendix for more

information) maps these cases’ progression over time. While temporary tariff appli-

cants vary across sectors (shoes, freezers, pasta, biscuits, steel), they generally produce

non-differentiable, energy intensive goods. With its small domestic economy, Jordan

is a price taker in all of these goods. Cases generally consist of a basket of six digit

product lines (HS: 180631, Chocolate, coca preps, block, slab, bar) within particular

sectors (chocolates). The timing, duration of the different stages of safeguard cases

and their outcomes vary. A petition for temporary protection from the local clinker

industry was initiated in August 2010, upgraded to an investigation in September, and

rejected the following month. The aluminium case, however, was filed as a petition in

October 2015 and only promoted to an investigation 10 months later. As of May 2017,

the investigation is still ongoing. Figure 10 in the Appendix presents the preceding

graph in relation to the trade ministers supervising the temporary tariff cases. While

some temporary tariff cases remained under the purview of one minister (biscuits),

others experienced two (insecticides, shoes, paper) and even three (iron/steel bars,

aluminium) ministerial changes.

29Interview with Jordanian economist, November 22, 2016, Amman, Jordan.
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Figure 2: Safeguard Cases Across Time
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Figure 3 maps temporary tariff cases in relation to the ethnic background of their

supervising trade ministers across time. Table 2 aggregates the total number of peti-

tions, investigations and temporary tariffs under Palestinian and East Bank ministers.

Consistent with our expectations of cross-ethnic protectionism, both Table 2 and Fig-

ure 3 strongly suggest that ministers of East Bank descent (state dominant group) have

been far more active in advancing temporary tariff cases (at all stages) than ministers

of Palestinian descent (capital dominant group).

Figure 3: Safeguard Cases and Minister’s Ethnicity Across Time
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Table 2

Palestinian East Banker
Ministers 5 9
Months 80 113
Petitions 3 (9) 13 (32)
Investigations 3 (9) 9 (27)
Temporary Tariffs 2 (3) 5 (19)
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Population, Controls and Independent Variables

To empirically examine whether ethnic ties between state and capital holders might

correlate with the outcome of temporary tariff cases, I include all 34 product lines that

experienced some stage of a temporary tariff case in Jordan. These product lines (at

the HS tariff level), and the dates they passed through the sequential temporary tariff

stages, are available on the WTO’s safeguard database (Bown, 2014) and the MITS’

website.30 I also incorporate manufacturing products deemed “At Risk” to interna-

tional competition by USAID in 2004 but that never applied for temporary tariff relief

(Wright, 2004) pg. 64. This produces a population of 51 products representing 26

potential “cases” (see pg. 39 in the Appendix).

I use annual import data for each of these products from UN Commtrade database

to control for annual changes in import levels.31 Interviews at the NDDP revealed that

annual percent change in imports is one of the most important metrics they use to

gauge the “serious injury” of imports to local industry.32 Because NDDP employees in

2016 use trade data from 2015, I lag the yearly percent change in imports by one year.

I then log the percent change variable to account for its skewed variation.33 Given

the importance of a minister’s experience in office - newer ministers are plausibly less

predictable and less competent - I control for a sitting minister’s duration in office in

months.

Trade ministers’ ethnic background is one of my key independent variables. I use

a dictionary of Jordanian and Palestinian family names (Ameeri, 2001) to categorize

ministers as either of East Bank or Palestinian origin.34 This dictionary identifies the

30http://www.mit.gov.jo/Pages/viewpage.aspx?pageID=137
31HS 1996 excludes 2005 for some reason, so I used HS 2005 for those years. UN Comm-

trade only extends to the 6 digit level, forcing a higher aggregation for some of the more

precise product lines.
32Interview with NDDP employee, September 22, 2016, Amman, Jordan
33I also remove extreme outliers to facilitate convergence.
34One minister, Hani Al Mulki is classified as of Syrian origin.
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origins of family names through secondary sources and family trees. Because trade

ministers are relatively famous, I triangulate the dictionary’s ethnic classification with

my Jordanian translator’s classification of each minister.35 I set this variable as a bi-

nary equal to one if the minister is of East Bank origins.

Identifying ethnic linkages and cleavages between state and capital requires cate-

gorizing the ethnicity of the capitalists applying for temporary tariff relief. The is my

second key independent variable. I gather publicly available firm registration data for

all firms with at least 10,000 Jordanian Dinars in registered capital in all the of sec-

tors representing my population of product lines. I match sectors to product lines to

the best of my abilities using the MITS and the Company Control Directory (CCD)’s

six digit sectoral classification scheme. In some cases, firms applying for temporary

relief were identified in WTO safeguard documents and included in the dataset. All

single ownership Jordanian firms are obligated to register at the MITS’ registration

directorate. Non-single ownership firms (limited liability, publicly owned, etc) are

required to register at the Company Control Directorate (CCD). These registration

records include date of establishment, firm address, products, owners, their national-

ities and total registered capital. Firm owners are obligated to notify the MIT and

CCD and update their registration form whenever new investors join, registered capi-

tal is acquired, products are launched, legal status changes or business operations are

terminated. These changes are dated and listed in the MITS and CCD’s online reg-

istration database. Though compliance varies36, firms that update their registration

forms provide temporal data (see Figure 11 for estimated mean compliance rates per

product). I compile registration data for the 330 largest firms in sectors involved in

safeguard cases and the non safeguard control group from 2000 to 2016.

Using the same dictionary of Jordanian and Palestinian family names, I identify a

firm’s “ethnicity” based on the family name of the firm’s largest contributor of reg-

35In one instance of disagreement, I then consulted a third Jordanian source to break the

tie. This case was Mohammed Halaiqua (classified as Palestinian)
36Some firms never update their registration firm.
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istered capital. I categorize “East Bank” firms if its largest investor is a Jordanian

national and his or her last name has only an East Bank listing in the dictionary. Ap-

proximately a third of family names have entries as Palestinian and East Bank families.

Given the vast secondary literature on Palestinians’ dominance of the private sector

(Reiter, 2004), I classify last names with both East Bank and Palestinian listings as

Palestinians. As a robustness check, I use a more “narrow” classification of Palestinian

owners based on families with only Palestinian listings. I calculate the ethnic share

of each product by adding the annual sum of registered capital from firms identified

with a particular ethnic group in that product’s sector (East Bank, Palestinian, Non-

Jordanian) and then dividing by the total registered capital for a product in a given

year. Palestinian, East Bank and Foreign shares of capital in a product for a given year

sum to one. Figure 4 presents the annual average of Palestinian share of capital per

product line. Figure 11 in the Appendix graphs these rates per products across time.

In concurrence with the secondary literature, Palestinian capitalists seem to dominate

most product lines.

Figure 4: Mean Palestinian Share of Capital
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With the exception of Jordan’s iron and steel industries (product lines: 7214,

721320), East Banker capitalists are largely absent from the sample (Figure 5). There

is some variation in foreigners’ mean capital share (Figure 6), but both East Bank and

Foreign capital are generally absent relative to Palestinian capital in these product

lines.

Figure 5: East Bank Share of Capital
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Figure 6: FDI Share of Capital
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This method has limitations. Assigning all of a firm’s registered capital to one

ethnic group based on the ethnicity of its largest investor ignores multi-ethnic firms,

or Palestinians’ hiring of East Bankers to facilitate state - business relations (Abu-

Odeh and Delvoie, 2000). Nevertheless, the rough measure largely accords with the

secondary literature and primary accounts of Palestinians’ almost complete dominance

of the Jordanian private sector.

Multi-State Modeling

I use Multi-State Modeling (MSM) to assess whether ethnic cleavages between capi-

tal owners and trade policymakers promote protectionism. MSM models are typically

used to track disease progression, where individuals can deteriorate or recover between

different stages of a disease. MSM are survival models. Observations leave the dataset

upon death. I apply this model to the sequential states or stages of a safeguard case.

MSM suits the unidimensional sequencing of safeguard cases. Following the Markov

assumption, a product’s ability to move up a case tomorrow depends on its current

state today. A product can only obtain a temporary tariff after passing the investi-

gation state and the preceding petition state. I treat temporary tariff protection as

the equivalent “death” state in the MSM, and censor the product from the analysis.

No Jordanian product that has ever received temporary tariff relief has subsequently

reapplied for temporary protection. Products can move down the stages of the inves-

tigation if they are denied temporary relief.37

The outcome of interest is the likelihood advancement of a product from one state

of the temporary tariff case to another. Crucially, unlike with Hidden Markov Models,

the dates when products move up (or down) the stages of a safeguard case are visible.

37Though following WTO law, a product denied temporary tariff relief at the investigation

state must wait two years before it cam reapply for temporary protection. I therefore exclude

rejected products for two years after their rejection.
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In the 200 months since Jordan’s ascension into the WTO, there were 111 “events” in

which one of forty product lines moved up or down the states of a safeguard case.

Product-month is my unit of analysis. My dataset provides 5921 product - month

observations. I use months as the sampling time of my model. The time between

officially petitioning for temporary relief and the date of the temporary decision can

span between two to eighteen months. The tenures of trade ministers also varies from

three to thirty months. Unlike doctor check ups, months are ignorable to the state of

a temporary tariff case. Table 3 presents the population of events in the dataset.

Table 3: Safeguard Case Events

From / To Baseline Petition Investigation Tariff
Baseline 5471 39 0 0
Petition 5 46 34 0
Investigation 13 0 244 20
Tariff 0 0 0 0

Table 4 provides transition probabilities for products moving across the stages of a

temporary tariff case. A product line in this sample has on average a one percent prob-

ability of moving up from its baseline status to a petition status the following month.

Once in the petition state, it has an 63 percent probability of remaining a petition the

next month, and a 30 percent probability of becoming an investigation. Reflecting the

longer durations of the investigation stage, products under investigation are 89 percent

likely to remain under investigation the next month. They have an average 7 percent

probability of obtaining temporary tariff relief.

Table 4: Transition Probabilities

Baseline Petition Investigation Temporary Tariff
Baseline 0.99 0.01 0 0
Petition 0.05 0.63 0.30 0
Investigation 0.04 0 0.89 0.07
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I use the MSM package (Jackson et al., 2011) to assess whether the instantaneous

risk or transition intensity of a product line moving up the states of a safeguard case

correlates with the trade minister’s ethnicity (EB = 1), and whether the ministers of

East Bank origins are more likely to promote a case the higher a product’s share of

Palestinian capital (EB * PALCap). I control the lagged percent change in annual

imports of a product (logged), total annual registered capital in a product (logged),

and a trade minister’s months in the office. I use a “BFGS” quasi-Newton optimization

algorithm to facilitate convergence and set the maximum number of iterations to a 1000.

Hypotheses

I explicitly assume that a trade minister’s primary motivation is to stay in office.

This entails pleasing the King, who seeks to balance import competing industrialists’

interests with local and more importantly external pressures to liberalize. If Palestinian

ministers are more likely to assuage their co-ethnic import competing industrialists’

trade grievances (co-ethnic liberalization), then:

• H1: Ministers of East Bank origin (EB = 1) are more likely to promote temporary

tariff cases (cross-ethnic protectionism).

• H2: Ministers of East Bank origin are more likely promote temporary tariff

cases in products with higher shares of capital from the market dominant group

(EB*PALCap)

• H3: These effects are largest on the stages of a case where ministers have the

most discretion.
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Model

The model below captures the expected probability of a product obtaining advancing

through a temporary tariff case in a particular month. T = Temporary Tariff; I =

Investigation; P = Petition; X = controls for a minister’s tenure (months); annual

change in imports (logged); a product’s total registered capital (logged). Subsetted

numbers represent previous time periods.

P (T = 1, I = 1, P = 1|Xi1, Xi2, Xin)

= P (T = 1|I, P,Xi1, Xi2, Xin)P (I = 1|P,Xi1, Xi2, Xin)P (P = 1|Xi1, Xi2, Xin)

Findings

Assuming trade ministers have the same discretion over each stage of the safeguard

case,38 East Bank ministers are 3.47 times as likely to promote a temporary tariff case

than ministers of Palestinian descent,39 holding all of the previously mentioned con-

trols constant. This hazard ratio is statistically significant at the 95 percent level and

supports the first hypothesis (H1).

Table 5: East Bank Minister Hazard Ratio

Hazard Ratio Lower Upper
Stage Advancement 3.47 1.69 7.11

Note: Model controls for percent change in imports (logged),
a product’s total capital (logged), and a minister’s tenure.
Note: -2 * log-likelihood: 809.2237.

38Thus constraining the EB variable to be constant across all stages.
39I exclude the one minister of Syrian descent from this analysis.
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This estimated hazard ratio should be larger with products that have higher shares

of Palestinian capital. East Bank ministers should be more concerned about alienating

the capitalists invested in these products and therefore more likely to protect them

than products with higher rates of co-ethnic, state dominant capitalists (H2). Table

6 supports this hypothesis. When using an interaction term between East Bank min-

isters and the Palestinian share of capital in a product, products with higher shares

of Palestinian capital relative to total capital are more likely to advance through a

temporary case when an East Banker is minister. Table 7 captures a similar result

using the more narrow classification of Palestinian capital owners.

Table 6: East Bank Minister* Palestinian Capital Share Hazard Ratio

Hazard Ratio Lower Upper
Stage Advancement 2.26 1.35 4.15

Note: Model controls for percent change in imports (logged),
a product’s total capital (logged), and a minister’s tenure
Note: -2 * log-likelihood: 814.9167.

Table 7: East Bank Minister* Palestinian Capital Share Hazard Ratio (Narrow Classifica-
tion)

Hazard Ratio Lower Upper
Stage Advancement 2.07 1.20 3.57

Note: Model controls for percent change in imports (logged),
a product’s total capital (logged), and a minister’s tenure
Note: -2 * log-likelihood: 822.9151.
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Ministers might not have the same discretion over each stage of a temporary tariff

case. Legally, the Prime Minister and the cabinet decide whether to impose temporary

tariff measures, though this is unclear in practice40. Likewise, once a case is made

public in the investigation stage, local and external interests might start lobbying im-

portant political actors outside of the MITS. Anticipation of these actors interests may

push trade ministers to set a higher bar for the serious injury clause when deciding

whether to elevate a petition into an investigation.

Ministers probably have the most discretion over whether to initiate a safeguard

petition. Petitions require industrialists to send a letter to the minister requesting his

or her approval. We should therefore expect cross-ethnic protectionism to be strongest

in transitions towards the petition state (H3). Table 7 and Table 8 support this pre-

diction. Products are 6.5 times more likely to reach the petition state when an East

Banker presides over the MITS. This hazard ratio is statistically significant at the 95

percent level. The interaction hazard ratio between East Bank ministers and a prod-

uct’s share of Palestinian capital (Table 8) is also large and statistically significant at

the baseline to petition level. Both tables hazards ratio are positive, but not statisti-

cally significant at more advanced stages of safeguard cases. This may be due to a lack

of events at these more advanced stages. These results are consistent but just short of

statistical significance using the narrow classification of Palestinian capital ownership

(Table 10).

40Interview with former trade minister, November 2, 2016, Amman, Jordan; Skype inter-

view with former USAID trade specialist, June 17, 2016
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Table 8: East Bank Minister Hazard Ratio

Hazard Ratio Lower Upper
Baseline - Petition 6.47 2.36 17.72
Petition - Investigation 2.28 0.56 9.23
Investigation - Tariff 1.68 0.45 6.28

Note: Model controls for percent change in imports (logged),
a product’s total capital (logged), and a minister’s tenure.
Note: -2 * log-likelihood: 789.7771.

Table 9: East Bank Minister* Palestinian Capital Hazard Ratio

Hazard Ratio Lower Upper
Baseline - Petition 6.71 2.73 16.5
Petition - Investigation 1.11 0.39 3.14
Investigation - Tariff 1.91 0.52 6.91

Note: Model controls for percent change in imports (logged),
a product’s total capital (logged), and a minister’s tenure.
Note: -2 * log-likelihood: 788.0523.

Table 10: East Bank Minister* Palestinian Capital Hazard Ratio (Narrow Classification)

Hazard Ratio Lower Upper
Baseline - Petition 2.18 0.91 5.24
Petition - Investigation 2.42 0.92 6.38
Investigation - Tariff 0.84 0.27 2.59

Note: Model controls for percent change in imports (logged),
a product’s total capital (logged), and a minister’s tenure.
Note: -2 * log-likelihood: 815.1415.
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Conclusion and Next Steps

Using cross-national and an in depth, multi-method case study, I find preliminary ev-

idence that ethnic cleavages between state and import competing capitalists impede

trade reform. These two levels of analysis are the contours of two dissertation chap-

ters.

In terms of next steps, I hope to strengthen the cross-country analysis by using

alternative measures of trade openness. I will re-run my analysis by excluding each

cleavage state at a time to test whether a particular cleavage state is driving my re-

sults.

For the Jordan case, I am currently expanding my firm database to include im-

porters of the products under temporary tariff investigation. Incorporating and map-

ping the ethnic make-up of Jordan’s importers provides clear winners and losers for

each temporary tariff case. If trade policy is a tool for coopting capitalists outside

of the ethnic selectorate, then we should expect trade ministers to be more likely to

liberalize and reject temporary tariff relief on products with a higher share of out-of-

power importers. I will also extend my analysis to Regional Trade Agreements (RTAs).

As with temporary tariff cases, trade ministers have significant discretion over trade

treaties. I will apply my firm dataset to RTAs to assess whether trade ministers are

more protective of sectors dominated by out of ethnic group members when signing

a trade treaty. Lastly, to obtain a cleaner measure of the impact of trade ministers’

ethnicity on trade policy, I will explore how external shocks to the make-up of Jordan’s

ministerial cabinet (through political scandals, or large scale protests for example) may

in turn influence the ethnic balance of the ruling cabinet and thus the likelihood of a

new trade minister belonging to one ethnic group or the other. The broader cabinet’s

ethnic make up could act as an instrumental variable to rebut confounders linking

ministers’ ethnicity and trade policy. All of these additional steps will be completed in

time for the 2017 workshop on new perspective on the political economy of the Middle

East.
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Appendix

Table 11: Cleavage States in the Developing World

Country Group Source Cleavage State Political Status Years
Indonesia Chinese Shoup (2008) Yes Discrimination 1995 - 2010
Fiji Indo-Fijians Shoup (2008) Yes Discrimination 1995 - 2010
Kenya Kikiyus Soludo et al (2004) Yes Discrimination 1995 - 2001

No Senior Partner 2002 - 2010
Myanmar Chinese Chua (2003) Yes Discrimination 1995 - 2010
Philippines Chinese Chua (2003) Yes Discrimination 1995 - 2010
Jordan Palestinians Reiter (2004) Yes Discrimination 1995 - 2010
Pakistan Mohajris Chua (2003) Yes Discrimination 1995 - 2010
Kazakhstan Russians Shoup (2008) Yes Powerless 1995 - 2010
Kyrgyzstan Russians Shoup (2008) Yes Powerless 1995 - 2010
Syria Sunni Arabs Haddad (2012) Yes Powerless 1995 - 2010
Vietnam Chinese Chua (2003) Yes Powerless 1995 - 2010
Cambodia Chinese Chua (2003) Yes Powerless 1995 - 2010
Togo Ewes Chua (2003) Yes Powerless 1995 - 2005

No Junior Partner 2006 - 2010
Russia Jews Chua (2003) Yes Powerless 1995 - 2010
Nigeria Igbos Chua (2003) Yes Powerless 1995 - 1998

No Junior Partner 1999 - 2010
Malaysia Chinese Chua (2003) No Junior Partner 1995 - 2010
Sri Lanka Tamils Shoup (2008) No Junior Partner 1995 - 2010
Namibia Whites Chua (2003) No Junior Partner 1995 - 2010
Zimbabwe Whites Shoup (2008) Yes Junior Partner 1995 - 1999

No Discrimination 2000 - 2010
Lebanon Christians Chua (2003) No Senior / Junior Partner 1995 - 2010

Sunni Muslims
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Figure 7: East Bank Share by Governorate

Name Ethnic Background Tenure Months in Office
Mohammed Halaiqua Palestinian Apr 2000 - May 2001 5

Wasaf A’zer East Banker Jun 2000 - Sep 2001 16
Salah El Deen Al Bashir East Banker Oct 2001 - Jun 2003 21

Mohamad Aboud Hamour East Banker Jul 2003 - Sep 2003 3
Mohammed Halaiqa Palestinian Oct 2003 - Sep 2004 12

Ahmed Hendawi East Banker Oct 2004 - Mar 2005 6
Mohammed Shareef Al-Zubi Palestinian Apr 2005 - Oct 2006 19

Salam Al Haza’ala East Banker Nov 2006 - Oct 2007 12
Aamer Al Hadidi East Banker Nov 2007 - Jan 2011 39

Hani Al Mulki Other (Syrian) Feb 2011 - Sep 2011 8
Sami Qamua East Banker Oct 2011 - Mar 2012 6

Shabeeb Amri East Banker Apr 2012 - Sep 2012 6
Hatem Al Halouni Palestinian Oct 2012 - Feb 2015 29

Maha Ali Palestinian Mar 2015 - April 2016 14
Jawad Al Anani Palestinian May 2016 - Aug 2016 4

Yarab Qada East Banker Sep 2016 - Dec 2016 4*
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Products HSTariffLine(96) SafeguardCase Petition Investigation DateofDecision TemporaryTariff

Chocolate,Biscuits 180631, 180632, 190530 Case1 Nov.2000 Dec.2000 Aug.2001 Y es

MagneticTapes 852311 Case2 Dec.2001 Jan.2002 May.2002 Y es

Pasta 190219, 190219∗, 190211 Case3 Feb.2002 May.2002 Jan.2003 Y es

CeramicSanitaryItems 691010, 691090 Case4 Feb.2002 May.2002 Jan.2003 Y es

CeramicT iles 60970, 690810, 690710, 690810 Case5 Mar.2002 May.2002 Oct.2002 No

StovesandGasCookers 732111∗, Case6 Mar.2002 May.2002 Nov.2002 No

CarBatteries 850710 Case7 Feb.2002 May.2002 Oct.2002 No

StovesandGasCookers 732111∗, Case8 Mar.2002 May.2002 Nov.2002 No

AeratedWater 220210 Case9 Jun.2002 Sep.2002 Aug.2003 No

Insecticides 380810 Case10 Jan.2005 Feb.2005 Oct.2005 Y es

Shoes 6401, 6402, 6403, 6404, 6405, 6406 Case11 Jul.2006 Aug.2006 Feb.2007 Y es

CeramicT iles 60970, 690810, 690710, 690890 Case12 Jan.2007 Feb.2007 Jul.2007 No

WhiteCement 252321 Case13 Sep.2008 Nov.2008 May.2009 No

CeramicT iles 609790, 690890 Case14 Aug.2008 Nov.2008 Dec.2008 No

Clinker 252310 Case15 Aug.2010 Sep.2010 Oct.2010 No

HotRolledIron/Steelbars 721320, 7214 Case16 Dec.2011 Apr.2012 May.2013 Y es

Paper 480251, 480256 Case17 Aug.2014 Sep.2014 Nov.2014 No

Aluminiumbarsrods, profiles 7604 Case18 Oct.2015 Jul.2016 TBD

Refrigerator, Freezers 841810, 841821, 841822, 841829 Case19 Jun.2002 No

Boilers 8403 Case20 Oct.2004 No

CargoContainers 8609 Control1 No

Leather,RawHides 4101 Control2 No

Polymers 3901, 3902, 3903, 3904 Control3 No

Tanks,Radiators 7309, 7322 Control4 No

KnitFabrics 6001, 6002 Control5 No

Sands,Clays,Kaolin 2505, 2507, 2508 Control6 No
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Figure 8: Ministers by Governorate of Birth
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Figure 9: Trade Ministers across Cases
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Figure 11: Mean Palestinian Share of Capital Across Time
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Table 12: Ministers’ background information

East Banker Palestinian
Number 9 5

Age 50.3 54
Education* 2.2 2.2

Private Sector Experience* 0.67 0.60

Note: Education* (1 = BA, 2 = Masters, 3 = PhD),
Private Sector = 1 if Minister has private sector experience

prior to position, Age = when becoming minister.
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